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The call to 

 adventure
Who says you can’t iterate perfection? The astroengineers at RSI have taken three-time Whitley’s Best 
Multi-crew Ship winner (2943, 2942, 2939) and raised the bar yet again. The Constellation team refused 
to rest on their achievements, instead they continued to run vigorous stress and performance tests on 
their ship, always looking for ways to make the best better, as well as consulting with the public to hear 
the issues and problems that the public discovered in their day-in, day-out use. The result? Over sixty 
design revisions including a shield generator from Behring, redesigned missile racks for a sleeker profile 
and a completely redesigned manned turret system, prove that the 2945 Constellation Andromeda is 
another benchmark in RSI’s continuing tradition of reliability, innovation and versatility.
Space is waiting for you.



The age of 
 exploration

For you and your crew, the ship is 
your home away from home. The 
designers at RSI consulted with some 
of the most renowned names in en-
vironmental psychology to develop a 
living space that is efficient in function 
and form while still comfortable and 
accessible. 
The changes to the 2945 Constella-
tion Andromeda were not restricted 
to the crew quarters. Following Lead 
Engineer Franklin Watu’s directive 
that “nothing is sacred” when it came 
to sticking to previous Constellation 
models, interior designers created a 
new dynamic adjustment system for 
the Andromeda’s lower thrusters and 
updated the ejection pods to the lat-
est UEE safety spec.



Home away from 

 home
Efficiency and comfort 
are not mutually  
exclusive.

Want 

 more?
Every Constellation is  
prefitted for an expan-
sion station — you can 
choose and purchase  
from our upcom-
ing range of options, 
including command, 
exploration and enter-
tainment. 



Stay 
 charged

Go further for longer with the 
new HF-R2 Plus from Wei-Tek, 
offering unparalleled power  
capacity for your Andromeda. 

A reliable 
 defense

Utilizing similar technology used 
for RSI’s military contracts, the 
advanced turret system will con-
tinue to operate in the harshest 
of conditions.



Invest in your 

 future
With over 1100 units of dedicated cargo space, the Constellation Andromeda is the perfect ship for 
the cost-conscious entrepreneur. Offering almost double the capacity of our competitor’s cargo vari-
ants, an Andromeda will take your business to the next level. Not only will you be able to haul more, 
you can do it smarter with Andromeda’s robust cargo management system, capable of syncing with 
your Glas and MobiGlas, so you always know what you’re carrying.



Added 
 versatility

Continuing RSI’s proud collaboration with the astro-
engineers at Kruger Intergalactic, every Andromeda 
includes a P-52 Merlin short-range fighter as a stan-
dard feature. Capable of fulfilling a variety of roles 
from combat to scouting to scanning, the Merlin can 
handle whatever you throw at it.

Base statistics

Role Short-range travel
Manufacturer Kruger Intergalactic
Max crew 1
Mass (kg) 4000
Cargo capacity (freight units) –

Dimensions

Vehicle length / beam / height (m) 12.3 / 7.7 / 2.5

Power plant, engines & thrusters

Factory power plant ACOM StarLight II (1)
Max power plant 1
Factory engine 2x Kruger M1
Max engine (primary thrusters) 2x TR1
Maneuvering thrusters 8x TR1
Factory maneuvering thrusters 8x Kruger Intergalactic  
 PolyThrust (TR1)

Defenses

Class 1 hardpoint 2x size 1 (wings)
    Class 1 equipment 2x KnightBridge Arms 9-Series  
 Longsword (size 1)
Class 1 hardpoint2 1x size 3 (spine)
   Class 1 equipment 1x KnightBridge Arms 11-Series  
 Broadsword (size 3)

Shield & cooling

Factory shield Seal INK-1 (S1)
Max shield 2
Cooling system J-Span Micro-Frost



constellation Andromeda



In earlier centuries, Andromeda was the 
Chained Maiden, but in recent times, she has 
burst her shackles and been reborn as the War-
rior Maiden. Now, as one of the premier Con-
stellations in the galaxy, this fierce but faithful 
warrior will be your ally among the stars.

Base statistics

Role Multi-Function
Manufacturer RSI
Max crew 5
Mass (kg) 80,530
Cargo capacity (freight units) 1100

Dimensions

Vehicle length (m) 61.1
Vehicle beam (m) 26.6
Vehicle height (m) 13.4

Power plant, engines & thrusters

Factory power plant Wei-Tek HF-R2 Plus (5)
Max power plant 6
Factory engine 4x Hammer Propulsion HE 5.5 (TR5)
Max engine (primary thrusters) 4x TR5
Maneuvering thrusters 8x TR3
Factory maneuvering thrusters 8x KDK TM-8 RollFlex (TR3)

Shield & cooling

Factory shield Behring 6S7A (S5)
Max shield 6
Cooling system J-Span Cryo-Star

Defenses

Class 2 hardpoints 4x size 4 (nacelles)
    Class 2 equipment 4x Behring M5A laser (size 3)
Class 3 hardpoints 4x size 1 (retracting arms) 
 2x size 2 (top-loading)
    Class 3 equipment 4x size 1 missile racks (capacity 7 each) 
 2x size 2 missile racks (capacity 10 each)
Class 5 hardpoints 2x size 4 (upper, lower twin turrets)
    Class 5 equip. 4x Klaus & Werner CF-337 Rhino (2 each)

Additional equipment

RSI jump engine
P-52 Merlin close-range fighter

New features for the 2945 Constellation Andromeda

Increased cargo capacity
Bucket doors for quick access to cargo hold
Escape pods moved forward for secure, easy access from 
near cockpit
Escape pods refitted with magnetic rail system for smooth 
ejection
(Lower) engines adjust forward for pinpoint landing and back-
ward for more efficient thrust
Brand new Elevated Secure Mounting System (ESMS) brack-
eting elevates the power plant onto a rail system for better 
impact absorption and stability
Redesigned battery array adds 50% more power
Telescoping underbody docking pod
Pressurized bulkhead between climate-controlled crew area 
and power generator room
Prefitted for expansion station



cockpit 
(3 seats)

lift to turrets  
(upper & lower)

VTOL 
fans

sleep/ 
ejection 
pods (4)

upper 
docking 
collar

telescoping lower 
docking collar (with 
airlock)

upper 
storage 
deck

docking 
collar *

main 
cargo 

bay

power 
generator 

room

Behring M5A laser

deployable 
missile rack *

deployable 
missile rack *

upper missile 
rack (x2)

Merlin 
access 
hatch

shower

head

2x CF-337 Rhino  
(lower turret)

2x CF-337 Rhino  
(upper turret)

VTOL 
fans

Behring M5A laser

* duplicated on far side

kitchen/
dining



Base statistics Andromeda Taurus Aquila Phoenix

Role Multi-Function Transport Exploration Luxury Touring
Max crew 5 4 4 5
Mass (kg) 80,530 80,000 80,550 81,000
Cargo capacity (freight units) 1100 1900 1100 540

Dimensions

Vehicle length (m) 61.1 58.8 60.1 61.1
Vehicle beam (m) 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6
Vehicle height (m) 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.4

Power plant, engines & thrusters

Factory power plant Wei-Tek HF-R2 Plus (5) Juno Starwerk Endurance-6600 (5) GNP Etoile 55 (5) Wei-Tek HF-R3 Plus (6) 
Max power plant 6 6 6 7
Factory engine 4x Hammer Propulsion HE 5.5 (TR5) 4x X-forge E/S4-290 (TR4) 4x ArcCorp Arc Elite 500 (TR5) 4x Hammer Propulsion HEX 5.5  (TR5)
Max engine (primary thrusters) 4x TR5 4x TR5 4x TR5 4x TR5
Maneuvering thrusters 8x TR3 8x TR3 8x TR3 8x TR3
Factory maneuvering thrusters 8x KDK TM-8 RollFlex (TR3) 8x KDK TM-8 RollFlex (TR3) 8x KDK TM-8 RollFlex (TR3) 8x KDK TM-8 RollFlex (TR3)

Defenses

Class 2 hardpoints 4x size 4 (nacelles) 4x size 4 (nacelles) 4x size 4 (nacelles) 4x size 4 (nacelles)
    Class 2 equipment 4x Behring M5A laser (size 3) 4x Behring M5A laser (size 3) 4x Behring M5A laser (size 3) 4x Behring Mk VI lasers (size 4)
Class 3 hardpoints 4x size 1 (retracting arms, 2 each side) 2x size 1 (retracting arms, 1 each side) – 4x size 2 (retracting arms, 2 each side)
 2x size 2 (top-loading) – 2x size 2 (top-loading) –
    Class 3 equipment 4x size 1 missile racks (capacity 7 each) 2x size 1 missile racks (capacity 7 each) – 2x size 2 missile racks (capacity 7 each)1

 2x size 2 missile racks (capacity 10 each) – 2x size 2 missile racks (capacity 10 each) 2x size 2 missile racks (capacity 12 each)1

Class 5 hardpoints 2x size 4 (upper, lower twin turrets) 1x size 4 (upper twin turret) 1x size 4 (lower twin turret) 2x size 4 (upper, lower twin turrets)
    Class 5 equipment 4x Klaus & Werner CF-337 Rhino (2 each) 2x VOLT Brimstone 2x Klaus & Werner CF-337 Rhino 4x Kroneg AS-74 Needle
Class 9 hardpoints – – – 1x point-defense battery
    Class 9 equipment – – – automatic point-defense gun

Shield & cooling

Factory shield Behring 6S7A (S5) Beijing GH-156m (S4) Behring 6S7A (S5) Gorgon Defender Unbreakable B (S5)
Max shield 6 5 6 6
Cooling system J-Span Cryo-Star J-Span Cryo-Star J-Span Cryo-Star J-Span Cryo-Star Enhanced

Additional equipment

All Constellations are prefitted RSI jump engine RSI jump engine RSI jump engine RSI jump engine
for an optional expansion station P-52 Merlin close-range fighter  Dock for optional P-52 Merlin P-72 Archimedes close-range fighter
   RSI Ursa (land rover)   (Merlin loaner until Archimedes produced)
   Nav-E7 fuel tank expansion RSI Lynx (land rover; still to be produced)
   Nav-E7 long range scanner
   WillsOp jump point navigation sensors

Constellation technical specification

1 FF/IR selectable



All illustrations and specifications are based upon current information available as at August 2944. Colors may vary. 

Roberts Space Industries reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice, to colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models. Images may show optional equipment. Some craft 
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